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Abstract. For a start this paper contains a short historical overview showing important
steps in the ICT development in Danish healthcare with emphasis on the data network
and communications. In 1988 the development of a national healthcare data network
began. It was initiated with experiments with an EDI message for prescriptions, exchanged between GPs and pharmacies. Later more parties, i.e. hospitals, laboratories,
municipalities etc. were connected to the network. In the year of 2000 a great part of the
paper based messages exchanged between the parties were developed as EDI messages,
standardized and in daily use by all parties. The paper ends by describing the development since year 2000, when the strategy was supplemented with new methods, where
the exchange mechanism was changed from sending data between parties to sharing data through central national repositories. The role of legislation in the field is discussed.
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Introduction

As a patient being treated by a healthcare system you meet a number of parties
(such as your own general practitioner (GP), hospital departments, specialists, laboratories, municipal social services, etc.) who need to cooperate in order to offer you a
proper treatment. In this paper the various parties are named actors.
This cooperation calls for effective and secure ways of exchanging patient data,
such as illustrated in fig. 1. The interaction between the actors, and the use of ICT to
facilitate and improve the exchange of information is the main topic addressed in this
paper.
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Historical Overview

The ICT-development in the healthcare sector has been long and troublesome.
Changing of legislative regulations, work-flows, role and responsibilities and missing
or shifting political support have been some of the influencing factors in the development. Some important trends are shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The ICT enabled excchange of inform
mation in the heaalthcare sector annd involved actoors

In the 19970s the most widespread
w
appplications weree laboratory syystems and patiient
administratiion systems in hospitals. Thee patient admin
nistrative system
ms were requirred,
because thee Danish Mediical Associatioon demanded statistical
s
dataa on patient treeatments from all hospitals inn the early 1970s.
In the 1980s hospitals introduced
i
ordeering systems, booking system
ms and electroonic
healthcare records
r
(HER),, GPs took eleectronic healthccare records onn PCs (develop
ped
by small it--companies in collaboration with it-interessted doctors) inn operations, and
a
billing and stock
s
control syystems in pharrmacies were im
mplemented.
The systems, however, were not com
mmunicating with
w other actoors’ systems. We
W
were talkingg of local initiaatives and locall systems.
In 1990 the
t so-called Amager
A
Experiiment took plaace. The aim off this project was
w
the electronnic interchangee of prescriptioons between GP
Ps and pharmaacies, informattion
which was previously
p
han
nded over via teelephone. This could be considered as the sttart
of building an infrastructuure and a nationnal healthcare data network aimed
a
at suppo
orting EDIFAC
CT based infoormation exchaange (asynchroonous exchangge of messagess of
the type “on
ne named actorr orders a serviice from, or isssues a request to another nam
med
actor”). This experiment and
a the developpment of the daata network wiill be described
d in
this paper 1.
The abov
ve informationn exchange patttern, where in
ndependent ICT systems on request or at certain eventss exchange datta with designnated partners, is well suitedd in
1

Another paaper presented on
o this conferencce shows an alteernative view onn the development.
The paperr, The Electronic Healthcare Reecord: The first national strateggy . . . , deals with
w
one of thee most importan
nt applications, tthe support for hospital
h
personnnel – in form off the
electronic healthcare recorrd.

cases, wheree few actors arre involved and when they all are known bbeforehand. Buut if
actors get in
nvolved in the patient care w
without prior notification
n
andd instruction frrom
another actoor, or if an actor needs actuual and up-to-ddate patient reccord informatiion,
this exchangge pattern proves insufficiennt. Here you need
n
a central coordinating ICT
I
system, whiich enables imm
mediate on-line access to upddated informatiion.
Howeverr, the first step
p towards a naational coordinnated system with
w a centralizzed
on-line dataabase came as an effect of nnational legislaation in 1999. All medicine on
prescriptionn receives publlic subsidy, i.e. the patient onnly pays part oof the price of the
medicine. The
T new legislation demandeed that the subbsidy percentagge increases with
w
the total accumulated connsumption of tthe patient. As the purchasee and delivery
y of
medicine co
ould take placee at any of thee 300 independ
dent pharmaciees, this legislattion
inevitably called
c
for a ceentral on-line ddatabase (with
h all citizens’ aaccumulated purp
chase of meedicine).
During th
he last 10 years the demand ffor collaborativve services alsoo increased, especially in situ
uations where many professiionals (from different
d
service providers) concurrently paarticipate in thhe treatment off a patient. Teelemedicine iniitiatives are goood
examples off new care pattterns demandinng new ICT sollutions.
Seen from
m an ICT-view
wpoint the devvelopment of infrastructure support from the
80s and the 90s can be div
vided in
• Establisshing and mainntaining a secuure network forr asynchronouss exchange of
messag
ges and files
CT-solutions supporting
s
the business and clinical
c
expertisse of each acto
or.
• Local IC
During thhe last ten yeaars this trend has
h been supplemented by thhe need for esttablishing a nu
umber of on-line services suupporting speciific collaboratiion processes between actors (one prime ex
xample being tthe medication
n process).
The seco
ond part of this paper describees the implicatiions caused byy this.

Fig. 2. Steps in ICT developmennt in the healthcare sector in Dennmark
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The Start of a National Health Care Data Network

One of the problems considering the patients’ situation as shown in figure 1 is securing effective communication between the involved parties of patient data. This
was/is, unfortunately, often missing.
The development of data communication networks and services made it natural in
the late 1980s to see digital exchange of data as a possible solution of the emerging
data exchange problems in the healthcare sector. The advantages are a.o. that actors
receive selected and relevant patient data from other actors without undue delays, that
failures in transfer of data between actors could be minimized and that workflows
could be made more effective.
The Amager experiment
In 1988 the first step towards this data network was taken. A pharmacist on the island of Amager near Copenhagen realized he had an employee sitting in a telephone
boot for many hours per day, receiving telephone-prescriptions from the GPs in the
area. On the other hand, the GPs found that the telephone number of the pharmacy
was often occupied. The pharmacist was convinced that a better solution would be
digital exchange of prescription-data. In 1989 he persuaded The Pharmaceutical Association to take an initiative to assemble the interested parties: The Danish Health
and Medicines Authority, The Danish Medical Association, the regional authorities
and different suppliers of it-systems and data-communication services. The so-called
Amager Experiment was created with the purpose of testing the technical possibilities
and evaluating the consequences of the electronic data-interchange of prescriptions.
It turned out to be a complicated project due to the following:
many involved parties with different agendas,
•
• 4 different GP-systems should communicate with 2 different pharmacy systems which resulted in 8 different interfaces,
• communication standards had to be agreed on and developed,
• data security issues had to be considered and last but not least
• the parties who invested most were not the parties who gained most.
The project started behind schedule in January 1990 but ran quickly into problems.
It turned out that the data communication was difficult to realize in practice. The parties could not agree on how to handle failures, and the technical solutions were not
interacting as prearranged. To solve the problems an independent consultant was
hired as technical project manager.
A considerable number of problems had to be solved. A standard prescription EDI
(Electronic Data Interchange) message was created and agreed on, a reliable technical
solution was outlined, and systematic testing of interactions between the GP systems
and the pharmacy systems was undertaken. It also turned out that there was a need for
a new message: an EDI receipt message returned to the GP system in order to secure
that the prescription was correctly received in the pharmacy.

The prime success-criteria were that the involved parties could acknowledge the
perspective in electronic data interchange and that the security issues could be solved.
After solving many problems the experiment was running almost smoothly by the
end of 1990. The results were considered very promising, and it was decided to continue and extend the communication to involve more GPs and pharmacies.
In September 1990 a project evaluation report was presented. It had a number of
recommendations specially directed to The Danish Health and Medicines Authority,
who had to give the official permission to continue the dissemination of electronic
data interchange in the sector. The authority should
• approve data communication of prescriptions between GP systems and
pharmacy systems,
• decide on minimum requirements for GP and pharmacy systems before they
could be authorized for data communication,
• implement an authorization procedure for systems,
• reexamine the content of the EDI prescription message on the background of
the experience gained from the Amager experiment and
• invite to new and more elaborated projects in the area.
Even at this early stage the perspective was emphasized. The Amager Experiment
showed the use of open standard EDI- messages as a mean for paperless interchange
of medical data between the parties in the healthcare sector and you could catch a
glimpse of the vision: A National Health Care Data Network.
The data network experiment in Odder
Based on the results in Amager, where the interchange of prescription data became
everyday routine, the county of Århus in 1991 decided to launch a larger project with
more actors and more messages involved.
In the town of Odder the project was organized with the following actors, as shown
in figure 3: GPs, Hospital departments, the county, the municipality, and the pharmacies.
This was an interesting project because it dealt with a substantial part of the messages in the healthcare sector. In comparison with the connections seen in fig. 1, we
already covered a major part of the channels. However it must be noticed that the
messages shown with dotted lines were only tested sporadically during the project.
The establishment of the secure communication network also made it possible to
exchange text-based secure e-mails between all the parties who participated. On the
one hand this made the communication very effective and on the other hand e-mail
was used for messages in the interim period where the standard EDI message was not
yet finalized and authorized.
What were the benefits for the citizen? This is a natural political question, and in
the evaluation report from the project a short story from the daily operation was told
as an illustration of the perspective:

Fig. 3. The Odder experimeent - essential eleectronic messages

A patient in thhe small city of Malling (neaar Odder) is seeeing his
GP
P in the morninng and the GP
P finds a need for an X-ray eexaminationn. The GP sen
nds an EDI X-rray request to the hospital inn Odder.
Thee patient drivees to the X-ray department an
nd gets his exaamination
acccording to the request from hhis GP, which is
i received in the
t X-ray
deppartment. Thee X-ray speciallist prepares a description off the finding
gs, which is sen
nt as an EDI m
message to thee GP, who recceives the
meessage typicallyy half an hourr later. If an acute
a
treatmentt is needed, the GP gets in
n touch with thhe patient and the treatment can start
onlly a few hours after his first visit
v to the GP.
The projeect started in 1991 and endedd in 1993. As a result a numbber of suggestioons
for standard
dized messagess were implemented, and it was
w obvious thaat the prerequissite
for a comm
mon network is the mandatedd use of standaardized messagges. This gives all
vendors thee possibility of developing and
a testing syystems with innterfaces that can
c
handle the standardized
s
m
messages.
Besiddes this all the participating
p
actors experiencced
benefits in administration
a
and decrease in errors.
MedCom
m2
Later oth
her projects weere launched, and at the end
d of the decadde all pharmaciies,
most GPs annd most laboraatories were coonnected to a common
c
data network.
n
One of thhe most importtant developmeents came as a result of a proj
oject in the couunty
of Fyn, the FYNCOM prooject. This projject resulted in
n the establishm
ment of MedCoom,
a national organization
o
whhere the Minisstry of Health, The Associatioon of Local Governments (K
KL) and the Association
A
of Counties (AR
RF) took part. MedCom wass in
1994 establlished as a pu
ublic-funded, nnon-profit org
ganization. MeedCom facilitaates
cooperation
n between authorities, organizzations and priivate firms linkked to the Dannish
2

For the deveelopment and doocumentation off the EDI-massag
ges we refer to w
www.medcom.dkk

healthcare sector.
s
And MedCom ensurees the standarddization work oof EDI messagges.
MedCom coontributes to th
he developmennt, testing, depployment and quality assurannce
of electronic communicattion and inform
mation in healtthcare in orderr to support goood
patient caree. MedCom wo
orks on the baasis of the poliitical objectivees and mileston
nes
with respectt to cross-sectoor communicattion and has a unique role ass executing aggency. MedCom
m works withh focus on suppporting efficieent operations and incremenntal
expansion of
o the nationall health ICT innfrastructure, which
w
is needeed for a safe and
a
consistent access
a
to relevaant data and meessages across counties (laterr regions), mun
nicipalities andd GPs.
MedCom
m has until now
w given great contributions to
t the developpment in the arrea.
This is illusstrated by the graph
g
below w
which shows thhe increase of volume of acttual
exchange off messages perr month.

Fig. 4.
4 Increase in volume in messagee exchanges
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Thee Change to Sharing Daata instead of
o Sending Data
D

The abov
ve informationn exchange-patttern, where inndependent ICT systems on request or at certain eventss exchange datta with designnated partners, is well suitedd in
cases when only bi-lateraal communicatiion is needed or
o few actors aare involved, and
a
when they all
a know each other beforehand (just like exchanging e-m
mails). But if actors get invvolved in the patient
p
care wiithout prior nootification andd instruction frrom
another actoor, or if an actor needs actuual and up-to-ddate patient reccord informatiion,
this exchang
ge-pattern provves insufficientt.
Increase of message and
a file exchannge between actors
a
will to a certain deggree
compensatee, but will neveer be a compleete solution. Mainly
M
because you will needd to
develop and
d maintain many integratioons between many
m
ICT systtems (“spagheettiintegration””) and you nevver know wherre the most acctual and neweest information
n is
stored. Thiss is illustrated in fig. 5 below..

Fig. 5. Meshh-network integrrations between many
m
ICT system
ms

•
•
•
•
•

This integration pattern
n has the follow
wing draw-back
ks:
Data arre pushed in beetween many appplications and
d systems throuugh EDI messaages and FTP
F file transffers
All releevant receivers do not necessaarily receive thhe updated dataa
Copies of the same daata exist in several systems (w
where is the maaster/most upd
dated data?)
Semanttic point-to-poiint connectionss based on bilaateral agreemennts
Expenssive point-to-pooint integrationns between man
ny ICT-system
ms

To comppensate for thiss you need a ceentral coordinaating ICT systeem with servicces,
which enables immediate on-line accesss to updated in
nformation. Thhe parallel to prop
jects sites where
w
project members can share documeents and inform
mation in a controlled mannner is very obvvious.
Howeverr, as previously mentioned, the first step towards
t
a natiional coordinaated
system withh a centralizedd on-line databbase did not occur as a resuult of cooperattion
between acttors, but was innitiated as an eeffect of nationnal legislation iin 1999. All medm
icine on preescription receeives public suubsidy, i.e. thee patient only pays part of the
price of thee medicine. The new legislatiion demanded that the subsiddy percentage increases with
h the total acccumulated conssumption of thhe patient. As the purchase and
a
delivery of medicine could take place att any of the 3000 independentt pharmacies, this
t
legislation inevitably
i
calleed for a centraal on-line datab
base (with all ccitizen’s accum
mulated purchaase of medicinee).
This legislation paved the
t road for a nnumber of shaared services within
w
the mediication area:
• The Meedicine profile containing all citizens purchhase of prescripption medicine..
a
• E-presccription server as a national oon-line service containing all prescriptions and
enablinng pharmacies to
t deliver and pprice medicinee correctly
r
(SMR),, which is a nattional service ffor doctors, nurrs• The shaared medicine record
es, pharrmacists, and thhe citizens.
Figure 6 below illustrattes the SMR cooncept:

Fig
g. 6. The SMR: Change from sending patient daata to sharing pattient data

The basicc new conceptss of SMR are:
Shared Medication Reecord (SMR) ccontains a patieent’s current annd updated meddication
• Providees to healthcaree professionalss a quick actuall electronic oveerview
S
is the maas• All presscriptions and changes in meedication are stoored in SMR. SMR
ter dataabase.
• Providees overview forr the patient
t SMR
• Prescripptions are handdled by pharmaacies through the
• All access to SMR froom the actors is done throughh own ICT systtem (no additioonal systeem needs to be accessed)
During th
he last 10 yearrs the demand for collaborativ
ve services hass increased, especially in situ
uations where many professiionals (from different
d
service providers) concurrently paarticipate in thhe treatment off a patient. Teelemedicine iniitiatives are goood
examples off new care pattterns demandinng new ICT sollutions.
This trennd indicates thee urgency of shharing healthcaare informationn between the patient and a constantly
c
channging number oof healthcare professionals
p
– in a secure waay.
Or it is an
a acknowledggement of the fact that healthhcare records bbelong to the patient and iss only sharedd with professsionals if apprroved by the patient. Patieents
healthcare records
r
thus wiill never becom
me an asset of the
t professionaals.
•
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Experiences and Knowledge

Looking back on the development of a healthcare data network in Denmark the experiences can be resumed in the following important points:
• Shared infrastructures and services require cooperation and commitment
from all parties – it is not necessarily the parties who invest most who get the
most outcome!
• EDI messages were well suited for the start: the e-prescription, referrals and
lab requests turned out to be great successes!
• EDI messages were well suited where one party sends a message to a known
other party and expects an answer, i.e. a dialogue!
• The EDI development was lacking of a common agreed concept model,
which could give a unique definition of the elements, agreed by all parties!
EDI
messages are not a solution when many parties need to be informed –
•
and you don’t know which party will use which information and when!
• The EDI development and deployment has taken 20 years – based on voluntary participation!
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